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Abstract. — The electrical and magnetic properties between 2 K and 300 K, the low temperature specific heat and the crystal structure at 300 K have been studied on single crystals of $K_{0.9}Mo_6O_{17}$ grown by the electrolytic reduction technique. $K_{0.9}Mo_6O_{17}$ is found to be a quasi two-dimensional metal; this is consistent with the structural data. The transition which takes place below 120 K is due to the partial opening of a gap at the Fermi surface, possibly related to the onset of a charge density wave.

1. Introduction. — Among the series of the potassium molybdenum bronzes of general formula $K_xMoO_3$, two compounds have previously been extensively studied; the so-called red bronze $K_{0.3}MoO_3$ has been shown to be at all temperatures a semiconductor [1]; the blue bronze $K_{0.3}MoO_3$ exhibits a semiconductor to metal transition at 180 K and extremely anisotropic, quasi one-dimensional properties in the metallic phase [2, 3, 4]. A third compound, of approximate formula $K_{0.9}Mo_6O_{17}$ and with a purple colour, had first been prepared more than ten years ago [5]; but no single crystal of reasonable size had been grown and its physical properties had therefore been hardly studied.

However, while in either the red or the blue bronze, the 4d electron concentration brought in by the alkaline metal corresponds on the average to one 4d electron per three molybdenum sites, one expects in $K_{0.9}Mo_6O_{17}$ roughly one 4d electron per two molybdenum sites. Such a different ratio, in addition to different crystal structures, should make a detailed study of $K_{0.9}Mo_6O_{17}$ worthwhile.

We have therefore grown single crystals of $K_{0.9}Mo_6O_{17}$ by the electrolytic technique; the
crystal structure has been refined at 300 K and has been found different from that of the neighbouring compound Na_{0.9}Mo_{6}O_{17} [6]. The physical properties including electrical transport, magnetic susceptibility and specific heat have been studied between 2 K and 300 K. We report in this letter that the electrical resistivity is highly anisotropic and characteristic of a two-dimensional metal; these results are well accounted for by the structural data. We also establish the existence of a phase transition below 120 K, reminiscent of the charge density wave transitions well-known in the layered transition metal dichalcogenides and in the one-dimensional systems [7].

2. Experimental techniques. — The single crystals have been grown by the electrolytic reduction of a melt of the potassium molybdate K_{2}MoO_{4} and of the oxide MoO_{3} in the molar ratio 1 to 4.90. The crystals are purple elongated platelets of typical size 4 × 2 × 0.2 mm³.

The crystal symmetry, lattice constants and space group, have been studied by X-ray photographic techniques using a precession camera. The crystal structure has been determined from single-crystal X-ray data collected by an automatic four-circle diffractometer.

The electrical resistivity has been measured between 2 K and 300 K by the four contact technique using a gold paste. Thermopower data have been obtained with a slowly alternating temperature gradient, according to the method reported in reference [8]. The thermal and electrical contacts were obtained with copper wires pressed and attached to the sample by indium points. Magnetic susceptibility has been recorded between 2 K and 300 K with a vibrating sample magnetometer. The specific heat has been measured on small single crystals between 2 K and 140 K with a microcalorimeter using a relaxation technique as described elsewhere [9]. The sample-holder is a diamond platelet and the temperature difference between the sample-holder and the reference copper block is measured with an Au-Fe-chromel thermocouple.

3. Results. — The results of the crystal structure determination are only summarized here. A more detailed report will be published separately [10]. The lattice is found hexagonal with \( a = 5.538(2) \text{ Å} \) and \( c = 13.656(4) \text{ Å} \), with one formula KM\(_{6}\)O\(_{17}\) per unit cell. The c-axis is found perpendicular to the plane of the platelets. The symmetry is trigonal and the space group is P \( 3 \). The numbers of independent crystallographic sites are found to be 3 for the molybdenum, 4 for the oxygen and 1 for the potassium ions. The atomic positional parameters are given in table I. One third of the Mo cations, labelled Mo(1), occupy tetrahedral sites, while the Mo(2) and Mo(3) cations have octahedral surroundings. The K cations are surrounded by 12 oxygen anions which form icosahedral sites (Fig. 1). This structure is basically different from that of the neighbouring compound Na_{0.9}Mo_{6}O_{17}, showing only Mo octahedral sites [6].

The structure can be described as slabs of ReO\(_{3}\)-type connected by K\(_{12}\) icosahedra. Each icosahedron is itself edge-linked to 6 Mo(1)O\(_{4}\) tetrahedra. Each slab is built up of 4 layers of Mo(2) and Mo(3) octahedra sharing corners; these layers are parallel to the(001) plane. Two slabs are connected by K icosahedra which share 2 faces with the upper and lower neighbouring

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>K</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1/2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mo(1)</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>2/3</td>
<td>0.367 92(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo(2)</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>2/3</td>
<td>0.929 16(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo(3)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.219 58(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O(1)</td>
<td>0.158 0(8)</td>
<td>0.842 7(8)</td>
<td>0.326 4(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O(2)</td>
<td>0.163 2(7)</td>
<td>0.836 8(7)</td>
<td>0.841 0(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O(3)</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>2/3</td>
<td>0.492 7(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O(4)</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1. — Idealized crystal structure of K$_{0.9}$Mo$_6$O$_{17}$, viewed along the $a$-axis and showing only the oxygen polyhedra containing the Mo or K cations. These polyhedra are located either in a given (120) plane (octahedra with the above edge drawn) or in the neighbouring parallel plane (other octahedra). The Mo(1) sites are inside oxygen tetrahedra (black triangles), the Mo(2) and Mo(3) sites inside octahedra (hatched), making two-dimensional infinite layers perpendicular to $c$. The K sites are in oxygen icosahedra (shown by heavy lines and by dotted ones), separating the octahedra layers.

Mo(3) octahedra. Each K icosahedron is edge-linked to 3 upper and 3 lower Mo(1) tetrahedra. Each Mo(1) tetrahedron is itself corner-linked to 3 Mo(3) octahedra of the neighbouring layer. There is no Mo(1)-O-Mo(1) bonding, so that the Mo-O-Mo bonding, infinite in the $a$ and $b$ directions, is disrupted in the $c$ direction.

The Zachariasen's bond length-bond strength relation has been fitted on the Mo-O bonds. The computed effective mean Mo valences are +6 on the Mo(1) tetrahedral sites and about 5.1 and 5.8 respectively on the Mo(2) and Mo(3) octahedral sites. The K ions are found to be in K$^+$ states. The refinement is also consistent with a chemical formula close to K$_{0.9}$Mo$_6$O$_{17}$; this indicates that a non negligible fraction of the K sites are not occupied.

The electrical resistivity $\rho$ has been measured both in the plane of the sample ($\perp c$) and along the $c$-axis. In the first case, the two current contacts covered the ends of the sample. In the second case ($\parallel c$), they were attached to both faces of the crystal; the measurements, performed as described in reference [11], give in this case only correct orders of magnitude for $\rho$. Typical data are plotted vs. temperature on figure 2. $\rho$ is found strongly anisotropic, roughly 500 times higher along the $c$-axis than in the plane $\perp c$; it decreases linearly with temperatures below 300 K down...
to $\sim 110$ K; below 110 K it shows a bump with a maximum at 70 K. The residual resistivity is
$\sim 3 \times 10^{-4} \, \Omega \cdot \text{cm}$ in the plane $\perp c$ and $\sim 0.2 \, \Omega \cdot \text{cm}$ along $c$.

The thermopower measured with a temperature gradient in the plane $\perp c$ is shown vs. temperature
on figure 3; it is small and negative above 120 K, roughly proportional to temperature above 150 K, and
$\sim -20 \, \mu\text{V/K}$ at 300 K; it is positive below 120 K and shows a maximum of
$\sim 70 \, \mu\text{V/K}$ at 70 K.

![Fig. 3. — Thermopower vs. temperature measured with a temperature gradient perpendicular to $c$.](image)

Figure 4 shows the magnetic susceptibility $\chi$ vs. temperature both for magnetic field applied
along $c$ and in the basal plane; $\chi$ is found temperature-independent and isotropic above 120 K.
Below 120 K, it becomes strongly anisotropic; for $H \perp c$, it decreases slowly with temperature;
for $H//c$, it shows a minimum at $\sim 80$ K and an anomalous behaviour below 10 K.

![Fig. 4. — Magnetic susceptibility vs. temperature; the absolute values of $\chi$ are known with an accuracy of
$5 \times 10^{-5}$ emu/mole.](image)

The specific heat data obtained between 2 K and 5 K are shown on figure 5 as a plot of
$C_p/T$ vs. $T^2$; in this temperature range $C_p$ obeys the law:

$$C_p = \gamma T + \beta T^3$$

with

$$\gamma = 1.6 \pm 0.2 \, \text{mJ.mole}^{-1}.\text{K}^{-2}$$

$$\beta = 1.2 \pm 0.1 \, \text{mJ.mole}^{-1}.\text{K}^{-4}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.22)

The $\beta$-value corresponds to a Debye temperature $\theta_D = 340 \pm 10$ K.
4. Discussion. — The collected results establish clearly that the purple bronze $K_{0.9}Mo_6O_{17}$ shows both two-dimensional electrical properties and a phase transition below 120 K. The transport properties below 120 K are similar to what is found for example in the layered dichalcogenide TiSe$_2$ [12] or in the quasi one-dimensional compound NbSe$_3$ [13]; the properties of these compounds are well accounted for by the presence of charge density waves.

The structural data corroborate that the alcaline metal has given its outer electron to the transition metal cation; the transport properties are therefore due to the 4d Mo states. The crystal structure, showing infinite layers of MoO$_6$ octahedra separated by the $K^+$ ions and by the MoO$_4$ tetrahedra, is then consistent with the two-dimensional electronic properties, since the Mo in the tetrahedral sites have a 6$^+$ charge and no 4d electron and since the 4d electrons are located on the Mo(2) and predominantly on the Mo(3) sites in the two-dimensional infinite layers. As the crystal structure does not allow any direct overlap between the 4d wavefunctions, the conduction band is expected to be, as for example in $K_{0.3}Mo_3$, an antibonding $\pi^*$ band resulting from the hybridization between $t_{2g}$ 4d and oxygen $p_z$ states [14]; it should be only weakly filled with an average of 0.5 4d electron per molybdenum. The structural properties should then lead to a very anisotropic Fermi surface. It should be pointed out that the crystal structure in $K_{0.9}Mo_6O_{17}$ does not show any evidence of a very weak chemical bond along the $c$-axis between the infinite MoO$_6$ layers; the structure is therefore three-dimensional and not similar to that of the so-called layered materials with weak bonds, usually of the Van der Waals type between the layers [12]. However, the electronic properties are in our case two-dimensional, as a consequence of the spatial separation between the Mo$^{6+}$ on tetrahedral sites and the other Mo cations on octahedral sites.

The negative thermopower above 150 K indicates that at high temperature the dominant carriers are electrons and that the Fermi surface should show mainly electron pockets. As the thermopower $S$ is roughly proportional to $T$ in this temperature range, one can estimate in a first approximation the density of states at the Fermi level $g(E_F)$, from the relation:

$$S = \frac{2 \pi^2 k_B^2}{9 e} g(E_F) T$$

where $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant and $e$ the electron charge. One obtains a value for $g(E_F)$ of $1.7 \pm 0.1$ eV$^{-1}$ per $K_{0.9}Mo_6O_{17}$ molecule; this should correspond to a rather broad band.

The transition taking place below 120 K is very likely due to a partial opening of a gap at the Fermi surface which leads to a change in the concentrations of both types of carriers, electrons...
and holes; this could be due to a charge density wave. The thermopower which becomes positive shows that the dominant carriers are holes at $T < 120$ K. The increase in the electrical resistivity indicates that the resulting carrier concentration is smaller at low temperature. From the resistivity data and in a very crude model assuming that the mobility is the same for both types of carriers and does not change at the transition, one may estimate the decrease of the carrier concentration at low temperature; the resistivity measured at 80 K is found to be $\sim 1.8 \times 10^{-3} \Omega \text{cm}$, while the value extrapolated from the linear high temperature curve would be $0.85 \times 10^{-3} \Omega \text{cm}$; this would correspond to a decrease of roughly 50% of the carrier concentration at the transition.

The low temperature specific heat shows clearly a contribution proportional to $T$ which has to be attributed to the charge carriers. The $\gamma$-value of $1.6 \pm 0.2 \text{mJ.K}^{-2}$ corresponds in a free electron model to a density of states at the Fermi level of $0.7 \pm 0.1 \text{eV}^{-1}$ per molecule. This result compared to the high temperature value of $1.7 \pm 0.1 \text{eV}^{-1}$ per molecule obtained from the thermopower is also consistent with a decrease of the density of states at the Fermi level taking place at the transition.

The Debye temperature of 340 K is similar to what is found in other Mo bronzes; in $\text{K}_{0.30}\text{MoO}_3$, we have also reported a value of 340 K [14]. This probably indicates that in these compounds the lattice properties are determined to a large extent by the MoO$_6$ octahedra.

The magnetic susceptibility should be analysed in terms of three contributions:
\[
\chi = \chi_{\text{dia}} + \chi_{\text{orb}} + \chi_{\text{Pauli}}
\]

$\chi_{\text{dia}}$ is the core diamagnetism susceptibility, $\chi_{\text{orb}}$ the orbital contribution which is expected to be of Van Vleck type and $\chi_{\text{Pauli}}$ the conduction electrons term. One may calculate $\chi_{\text{dia}}$ as the superposition of the diamagnetic susceptibility of $\text{K}^+$, $\text{Mo}^{6+}$, $\text{Mo}^{5+}$ and $\text{O}^{2-}$ ions, in proportions corresponding to the chemical formula; with the data given in reference [15]; this leads to a value: $\chi_{\text{dia}} = -2.74 \times 10^{-4}$ emu/mole. The resulting orbital and Pauli susceptibilities are then expected to be in the range 1 to $3 \times 10^{-4}$ emu/mole depending on the temperature and on the magnetic field orientation. However, the values of $g(E_F)$ estimated as 1.6 eV$^{-1}$/molecule in the high temperature and 0.7 eV$^{-1}$/molecule in the low temperature phase would correspond to Pauli susceptibilities of $\sim 0.5 \times 10^{-4}$ and $0.2 \times 10^{-4}$ emu/mole respectively; this shows that the orbital contribution is much larger than the Pauli one. This orbital contribution may be responsible for the anisotropy of $\chi$; one should also notice that the opening of a gap at the Fermi surface should induce an extra orbital contribution in the low temperature phase [16]; but in the absence of any detailed information concerning the band structure of $\text{K}_{0.9}\text{Mo}_6\text{O}_{17}$, it is not possible to discuss these data further. One should however mention that the anomalous behaviour of $\chi$ at low temperature may suggest also the existence of a spin density wave.

5. Conclusion. — We have shown in this letter that $\text{K}_{0.9}\text{Mo}_6\text{O}_{17}$ is a quasi two-dimensional metal, although the crystal structure is not two-dimensional. The low dimensional electronic properties are a consequence in this compound of the spatial separation between the Mo$^{5+}$ and Mo$^{3+}$ ions, the Mo$^{5+}$ and therefore the 4d electrons being located in two-dimensional infinite layers. We propose that the phase transition taking place below 120 K is due to a partial opening of a gap at the Fermi surface, possibly related to the existence of a charge density wave. Structural studies which could corroborate this model are presently in progress.
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